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REBELLIOUS 
SPIRIT
When Off The Floor spent more time On The Floor 
in the ’90s indie-disco scene in West London, we 
would rarely escape running into a young Mathangi 
'Maya' Arulpragasam, aka M.I.A. Curious as Elon 
Musk, she was doing film-making at St Martins, 
and moved in with Elastica’s Justine Frischmann, 
documenting her rise, while working out her 
own. For any woman to reach any status in the 
music industry is beyond tough, and certainly to 
do it on one’s own terms — so perhaps the rebel 
military training her father was responsible for in 
Sri Lanka, with the Tamils, gave Arulpragasam the 
steely determination that has marched her into 
being the talent and inspiration which has sound-
tracked its way to her riches and infamy.   
Relationships with Diplo and multi-billionaire 
Ben Bronfman have all been used to belittle her 
credibility as a female artist, so this brilliant 
collage sets out to redress the balance. It relies 
heavily on demonstrating her earnest need to 
make sense of the pithiness of the pop world 
that made her, by using her own camerawork 
from the backrooms of suburban London, when 
she was making songs with her sister, to her 
trekking the backstreets of the outlying regions 
of Sri Lanka where over 100,000 Tamils were 
murdered. There’s a perfect equilibrium of ego, 
against the laughable judgement calls of the 
mainstream media. It is an uncomfortable thing 
to be the front-woman when no-one wants to talk 
to you about anything beyond your dress, hair 
and relationship, yet this represents the perfect 
story. To make a biographical film without coming 
over as the grand madame is a complex journey, 
so to have the balance of the true struggle that 
is fundamental to her creations, is a victory. 
Repeatedly we see M.I.A.’s cause get overshadowed 
by the politics of mainstream consumption, and 
the memes of society that perpetuate the globe’s 
disparity — from appearing with Madonna at the 
most televised event of the year [the Superbowl] 
and flipping the bird to her label’s displeasure, 
to the rise of Slumdog Millionaire. But also, 
the colourfulness of her image, and the art of 
her sister, Kali, which defined part of the new 
rave, multi-identity look of the early 2000s, 
influencing the crossover of such awareness to the 
mainstream in an unprecedented plurality of racial 
representation. This is a two-fold tale — of woman, 
of success, of fighting, and the Tamil in each and 
every one of us.

HIGH JINKS 
DOWN UNDER
Pitched as a catalogue on the 
Melbourne rave scene, Paul 
Fleckney’s debut book Techno 
Shuffle is far more the global 
story of house music, with an 
international perspective — 
but based in the parallel universe 
of Pendulum, Kylie, Empire Of The 
Sun, Itch-E and Scratch-E.  The proximity of 
Australia to acid house may seem to be on 
the other side of the world, but there is a 
strange echo between the lands. If you like 
a bit of Down Under, and want to read an 
extremely accurate social history of rave, 
connecting glo-stick travels from Nottingham 
to Chicago, this thorough and well-written 
explanation of the globalisation of electronic 
dance music is a good accompaniment to 
Matthew Collin’s recent tome, Rave On.   
The surprises here include Australia claiming 
the invention of VJs in ’91, the unique 
hybrids of ‘Stomp’ with skinheads, Sharpies, 
and a hip-hop vibe to four-on-the-floor, 
which I’ve previously heard referred to as 
‘feral techno’. This book defo comes from 
a Melbourne perspective, but as Australia 
is the product of many isles, and the book 
focuses on the universal theme of the 
outlawing of drug culture, none of us are 
strangers to its narrative.

TROJAN SOLDIERS  
Rude Boy: The Story Of Trojan Records 
cements the tale of Idris Elba’s recent 
Yardie explorations. That is, the 
transgression of Jamaican soundsystems 
into British culture via the Windrushers, 
and into the culture of working class 
skinheads/suedeheaders who refused 
Enoch Powell’s UK. Trojan Records 
celebrates 50 years since its inception 
this year, and its super-hits include Jimmy 
Cliff’s ‘Wonderful World, Beautiful People’, 
Bob & Marcia’s ‘Young, Gifted And Black’, 
Ken Boothe’s ‘Everything I Own’, and all 
kinda Upsetters and Wailers tracks. Set up 
by Lee Gopthal, with support (until 1972) 
from Island’s Chris Blackwell, by 1975 
Gopthal faced liquidation. This essential 
film suggests the demise was largely due 
to the need to smash vinyl as tax relief, 
rather than keeping the stock — which 
would be worth a few quid now. Rude Boy is 
fascinating, a bit of a visual one-trick pony, 
with beautifully-styled dramatisations 
of dancehall scenes throwing back to 
Jamaica and London of old (because 
there is undoubtedly very little archive 
footage). Instead, there are many 
priceless interviews with the survivors, 
illustrating how dubplate culture, of 
bashing out release after release, finished 
them. Gopthal comes out a hero of wilful 
enthusiastic overproduction, before the 
roots of Marley-type music overtook what 
he’d paved the way for with ska, rocksteady 
and reggae. Trojan’s back catalogue has 
since been passed from enthusiast to mega-
corp, and is currently policed by BMG.
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